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News in brief

4 Pakistani soldiers killed 

ISLAMABAD: Four Pakistani soldiers were killed in a
clash with militants in the northwestern tribal region
near the Afghan border, the military said. The incident
took place in the turbulent town of Miranshah, the
capital of North Waziristan District, where several mili-
tary operations have been launched in recent years
against homegrown and foreign militants. The latest
clash occurred when security forces were conducting
an operation against the hideouts of suspected mili-
tants in the area. “As soon as the troops cordoned off
the area” they came under fire, the military said in a
statement. “All dug-out terrorists were shot down by
security forces,” but during the exchange of fire “four
soldiers embraced shahadat”, or martyrdom, it said.
Four “terrorists” were also killed in the clash, the state-
ment added. —AFP 

Philippine police deployed 

MANILA: Philippine police are being deployed to
ensure people who test positive for the coronavirus
and cannot self-isolate at home are taken to state-run
quarantine centers, sparking warnings yesterday of
potential rights violations. The move comes as author-
ities step up efforts to slow the rapid spread of the
disease by increasing testing, reimposing lockdowns,
and building dozens of quarantine centres to isolate
patients with mild symptoms. To clamp down on local
transmission, police are accompanying health workers
to the homes of people who have tested positive and
taking them to government facilities if their homes are
considered inadequate for self-isolation or if they live
with “vulnerable” people, officials said.  “We prefer
that the asymptomatics and the mild cases voluntarily
surrender and confine themselves in isolation centers,”
said Harry Roque, spokesman for President Rodrigo
Duterte, defending forced quarantine as legal. —AFP 

Train crash near Prague 

PRAGUE: A train driver died and dozens of passen-
gers were injured when a passenger train collided
with a stationary freight train near Prague, a Czech
minister and rescuers said yesterday. “Unfortunately...
I have learnt there is one dead,” Transport Minister
Karel Havlicek told the public broadcaster Czech
Television. Rescuers said the deceased man was the
driver of the passenger train, which was carrying
more than 100 passengers. “He was found lifeless in
his wrecked cabin,” the regional rescue service wrote
on its website. Havlicek told Czech Radio later that
the driver had most probably ignored a red light. The
accident occurred after 1930 GMT on Tuesday near
the town of Cesky Brod, about 30 kilometers east of
Prague, on a busy railway connecting the capital with
the east of the country. —AFP 

Customs seize rhino horns 

JOHANNESBURG: South African customs officials
said Tuesday they had seized dozens of rhino horn
pieces disguised as art and valued at about $7.0 mil-
lion, at the airport in Johannesburg. Customs officials
at OR Tambo International Airport “discovered 41
pieces of rhino horn valued at 115.66 million rand in a
consignment declared as ‘fine art’”, the customs
authority said in a statement. The cargo which was
destined for Kuala Lumpur via Doha, was detected
during a routine inspection of warehouses at the
country’s largest airport. Home to about 80 percent
of the world’s rhino population, South Africa has
become the epicenter of poaching in recent years, but
has seen a steady decline in numbers of rhino killed
since 2014. In 2019, 594 rhino were slaughtered for
their horns, down from 769 in 2018. —AFP 

OSLO: While the novel coronavirus pandemic is rav-
aging the world, some of Norway’s funeral homes
have found themselves without work and have turned
to the state for aid. Due to declining mortality and
cancelled funeral ceremonies, half a dozen
Norwegian undertakers, according to a public reg-
istry, have turned to the state for help after the initial
success of Norway’s handling of COVID-19 left them
struggling to make ends meet. 

For the Lande family, who have made caring for
the dead their livelihood for three generations, this
has never happened before. “When the measures
against the coronavirus were imposed, it turned out
that it not only broke the back of the coronavirus but
other viruses too,” Erik Lande, now head of the fami-
ly business in the south of the country, told AFP.

“So much so that some
of the old and sick people
who would have died in
normal circumstances are
still around,” he added.
Usually the firm handles
around 30 funeral
arrangements a month, but
after the introduction of
Norway’s semi-lockdown
in March, that fell to less
than ten in following
weeks, with not a single
one from COVID-19, Lande explained. To cover fixed
costs such as rent and insurance, Landes
Begravelsesbyra (Lande’s funeral home), has received
almost 32,000 Norwegian kroner (about $3,400 or
3,000 euros) of economic aid.

On March 12, Norway’s Prime Minister Erna
Solberg announced what she dubbed “the strongest

and most intrusive measures” the country had seen in
peacetime. Those included the closure of schools, bars
and many public spaces, a ban on sports and cultural
events and a curb on foreign travel. Since then nearly
all of the measures have been lifted and the virus has
been mostly contained, in stark contrast to neighbor-
ing Sweden which is still seeing community spread.

Return to normal 
Of the some 573,000 deaths linked to COVID-19

worldwide, only 253 have been recorded in Norway
and this week the country said it had no COVID-19
patients on ventilators and only a handful in hospital.
Presumably thanks to the isolation of the elderly and
social distancing measures mortality even seems to
have declined. Norway for instance had six percent

fewer deaths in May than a
year earlier, and 13 percent
fewer in June. In the capital
Oslo, Verd Begravelsesbyra
received almost 37,000
kroner in government sup-
port as its business model
was disrupted.

The funeral home didn’t
actually struggle due to a
lack of customers, but
because the funerals it did
arrange took on a new for-

mat. “With the outbreak of the coronavirus, many
customers gave up the ceremony,” director Henrik
Tveter said, adding that the ceremony represents 60
to 70 percent of the price of a funeral. In part this
has been by choice to limit the spread of the disease,
but also because of the limits on the number of par-
ticipants imposed by authorities and some chapels

being too small for social distancing.
In Alesund in the west of the Norway, Alfa

Begravelsesbyra cut the working hours of its five
employees and also had to ask for government aid
after a 70 percent drop in revenue between March
and May. But owner Odd Sverre Oie, like his col-

leagues, believed things were returning to a more
grim normal as society reopens. “We know that, giv-
en the age pyramid, a certain number of people will
die in Norway this year,” he said.  “So we’ll probably
catch up in the autumn when the flu and other such
diseases reappear.”—AFP

Due to declining mortality, undertakers struggle to make ends meet

Norwegian funeral homes turn to 
the state to avoid ‘an early grave’

OSLO: A custom made Tesla Motors car operated by a funeral services company in Norway is pictured
in Oslo. While the novel coronavirus pandemic is ravaging the world, some of Norway’s funerals
homes ironically have found themselves without work and have turned to the state for aid. —AFP

Behind in the polls, 
Trump unloads on 
Biden at press event 
WASHINGTON: He started with announcements on
China and Hong Kong, but quickly switched to the
real reason for holding a press event-his election
opponent Joe Biden. Donald Trump stood at the
presidential podium in the White House Rose
Garden yesterday and unleashed a torrent of criti-
cism on his Democratic opponent, turning the press
conference into a campaign event. In a long, dis-
jointed monologue of almost an hour, the Republican
billionaire-who is trailing Biden in the polls 110 days
before the vote-poured out his frustration.

Trump read out a long list of allegations against
his rival, accusing him of drifting to the “radical
left” and painting an apocalyptic picture of the
United States under a Biden presidency. He
accused Biden of “fawning” over China and want-
ing to “kill” the US energy sector, said his policies
would “demolish” the economy, and once again
tried to implicate his son Hunter by alluding to his

role on the board of a Ukrainian company accused
of graft.  “Where is Hunter?” he asked. 

Polls ‘really good’ 
Trump alternated his attacks with fulsome praise

for what he sees as his own successes. That includ-
ed the wall built on part of the border with Mexico,
which he claimed had helped to stem the number of
COVID-19 cases in the United States. He also
praised his own reaction to the global pandemic,
claiming his administration’s actions have saved
“millions” of lives, despite the United States
remaining by far the most affected country in
absolute terms. The Biden campaign countered lat-
er Tuesday by attacking Trump’s decision to veer in
to the campaign during an official event at the
White House.

“The American taxpayer should be reimbursed
for the abuse of funds this spectacle represented,”
Biden’s director of communications Kate
Bedingfield said. And, despite the soaring hyper-
bole, when the president finally paused for ques-
tions it was apparent that the media sitting in the
Rose Garden with him were unconvinced. The first
reporter to speak was blunt: “Do you see yourself
as the underdog? Do you see yourself losing?”

“No, I don’t,” Trump replied simply. Then, decry-

ing the results of multiple national polls as “fake,”
he said: “I think we have really good poll numbers.”
“I think that the enthusiasm now is greater and
maybe far greater than it was in 2016,” he contin-
ued-though he admitted that many voters “don’t
want to talk about it... and I fully understand that.”
Even so, he claimed, “I think you have a silent
majority the likes of which this country has never
seen before. This is a very important election. “I
think we have a great chance.” —AFP

WASHINGTON: Members of the media, seated at a dis-
tance from one another, gesture toward the US
President Donald Trump as he walks away from the
podium after delivering a press conference in the
Rose Garden of the White House. —AFP

Protests hit Belarus 
after opposition 
barred from ballot 
MINSK: Hundreds of protesters rallied and scuf-
fled with police in Belarus on Tuesday with more
than 100 people detained after officials barred
President Alexander Lukashenko’s main rivals from
running in an election in August. Hundreds of peo-
ple took to the streets of the capital Minsk on
Tuesday evening, walking peacefully and clapping
as passing drivers honked their horns in support.
But in scenes previously unseen during a recent
wave of protests, some also scuffled with police
and others cried out “Shame!” and whistled. Rallies
also took place in a number of provincial cities
including Brest and Gomel.

Human rights group Viasna said more than 100
people including over 70 in Minsk were detained.
Those arrested included around 10 journalists.
Lukashenko, a former collective farm chief, has been
president for 26 years and will seek his sixth term in
the August 9 election. He will stand against four
candidates including a woman opposition activist.
Earlier Tuesday the central electoral commission
rejected two major opposition candidates, citing
alleged violations including incorrect income decla-
rations and a failure to gather required signatures.

It voted against Lukashenko’s strongest election
rival, Viktor Babaryko, a 56-year-old former banker
who was arrested last month over suspected finan-
cial crimes. It also rejected the candidacy of Valery
Tsepkalo, 55, a former ambassador to Washington
and another popular opposition figure. The poll is
going ahead despite the country of nine million
people confirming more than 65,000 coronavirus
cases. Lukashenko has refused to impose a strict
lockdown.

‘The authorities are afraid’ 
Belarus has seen a turbulent summer of protests

and arrests of would-be opposition candidates, with
Babaryko seen as the strongest potential opponent.
“It’s a clear sign that the authorities are afraid,” said
his spokeswoman Maria Kolesnikova. “The authori-
ties removed the strongest candidates and left the
weakest,” Radio Free Europe political analyst Valery
Karbalevich said. He said a genuine fight was possi-
ble only if the remaining opposition candidates
chose a single one of them to stand, to avoid divid-
ing the vote. Central electoral commission head
Lidiya Yermoshina read out a letter from the state
control committee, an audit body, alleging that
Babaryko was part of an “organised criminal group”
and failed to declare all his money and assets in
2019.

A lawyer representing Babaryko told the com-
mission the accusations were part of a criminal case
that has not yet been heard. The electoral chief also
said Babaryko had used foreign financing for his
campaign, referring to the use of staff and resources

from his former workplace, the Belarusian sub-
sidiary of Russian state bank Gazprombank.
Babaryko is incarcerated in the prison of the KGB
security service. 

His team told reporters they would contest the
decision on his candidacy at the Supreme Court.
The commission also rejected the other main oppo-
sition candidate, Tsepkalo, who took part in the
summer protests. It cited a lack of valid signatures
and an allegedly incorrectly filled-out earnings dec-
laration. Tsepkalo also said he would appeal the
decision. The commission registered five candidates
including Lukashenko. He said he will not campaign
as a candidate on state media, which already cover
his activities in detail.—AFP

MINSK: Plainclothed Belarus’ security service agents
and riot police officers detain a participant of a gath-
ering of opposition supporters in Minsk. —AFP
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Protestors pile pressure 
on Bulgaria veteran PM 
SOFIA: A wave of street protests against corruption
have swept Bulgaria in recent days, with demonstrators
piling pressure on veteran premier Boyko Borisov to
resign over his perceived links with oligarchs.
Thousands of Bulgarians gathered for a sixth consecu-
tive evening to chant “Resign!” outside the government
headquarters in Sofia on Tuesday, the latest in some of
the largest protests the country has seen in years.

The gatherings have attracted up to 10,000 people
and have drawn support from across the political spec-
trum, as well as from those with no affiliation. Several
high-profile recent incidents involving the country’s
powerful oligarchs have brought anger to boiling point in
a country where politics and big business are inextrica-

bly linked. Thirteen years on from accession to the
European Union, Bulgaria remains the bloc’s most cor-
rupt member, according to Transparency International’s
corruption perception index. Adding to demonstrators’
frustrations is the seemingly immovable Borisov, who has
dominated politics since first being elected prime minis-
ter in 2009. He has resigned twice before in the face of
street pressure, in 2013 and 2016, only to return to office
in early elections. “I was part of the demonstrations that
brought down Borisov’s first government,” electrician
Plamen Stamov, 37, told AFP at a rally this week. “Seven
years have passed since then, nothing has changed.”

‘A mafia junta’ 
“If you listen to Borisov and the media, all is done for

the best, in the best of worlds,” said 34-year-old moth-
er of two Elena Radulova. “But there’s no end to scan-
dals and we are still the poorest country in the EU.”
Borisov’s administration has been beset by various cor-

ruption allegations but two incidents last week lit the
fuse of the protests. The first affair centered on Ahmed
Dogan, the former leader of a party representing
Bulgaria’s Turkish minority and a powerful Borisov
backer. Last Wednesday right-wing opposition leader
Hristo Ivanov used a boat to attempt to access a nomi-
nally public section of coast near Dogan’s Black Sea
villa to point out that the beach had been sealed off.

Security agents paid for by the state, whose protec-
tion Dogan has enjoyed despite no longer being an MP,
jostled with the boat’s crew and pushed it back out to
sea. The entire fracas was broadcast live on social
media and sparked outrage against the authorities’ per-
ceived favoritism towards men like Dogan. Second
came the raid last Thursday by heavily armed police
and prosecutors on the offices of two of the closest
aides of President Rumen Radev, who has been a
trenchant critic of Borisov’s government and is backed
by the main opposition Socialists. —AFP


